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Abstract 

The existing text classification models are basically based on a single serial network, and 
get some good effect. Even so, the depth and breadth of text features extracted by it is 
still not good, which leads to its poor industrial generalization ability. In this paper, we 
proposed a text classification algorithm based on four-system fusion, which can achieve 
high recognition accuracy in classification recognition. This algorithm unites word-
encoding and character-encoding of text respectively, and use the parallel-CNN structure 
and the structure combining parallel-CNN with RNN respectively to realize the extraction 
of parallel feature of text. Finally, the algorithm fusion of each parallel structure is 
performed. In parallel-CNN, we use three-parallel-level structures to improving its 
capacity. Meanwhile, in view of the sequence problems for text, we use LSTM as RNN 
structures to connect the parallel CNN structure. Experimental results show that the 
proposed algorithm has a better recognition performance than the single structure 
algorithm. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years, with the development of deep learning technology, the development of text 
recognition is also very rapid. From classic machine learning algorithms[1,2], to the N-gram 
algorithm[3], and common algorithm structures include CNN[4] , RNN[5],LSTM[6] and Bi-LSTM 
[7],which can be a good solution to the temporal relationship between the text. However, as the 
most critical technology in the field of image, CNN has also been widely used in the field of text 
in recent years. For example, the TextCNN[8] which proposed by Kim in 2014, are cleverly 
processed the text features by the way of graph, and got very excellent results.  

In literature [9], Liu et al. propose the circular convolutional neural network named TextRNN 
to achieve better effect of text features of RNN network. And then in 2016, Yang et al. [10] 
proposed an algorithm combining the Attention mechanism with text classification, enabling 
the model to assign different weights to important contents when extracting text features. Later, 
in order to reduce the time complexity of the algorithm, Joulin et al. [11] proposed a linear text 
classification model, named FastText. With the emergence of Bert[12] algorithm and its 
continuous updating of various records of the field of NLP, scholars have also applied Bert to 
text classification. Although Bert itself is powerful, but it does not have a strong form of crushing 
in some classification tasks, and even to some extent, it is worse than algorithms designed 
specifically for classification. 

Based on the above situation, this paper proposes a text classification algorithm based on four-
system fusion (Text-Four-system-fusion, Text-FSF) for the actual demand of text classification. 
And the main contribution of algorithm are above two points: First, with the Parallel-Training 
Module, we can extract more text features. Parallel-Training Module mainly adopts the 
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encoding method based on the word-encoding and the character-encoding respectively, and 
then combines CNN and RNN respectively to form the parallel network model structure. Here, 
Our structure of CNN also adopts the three-parallel-level structure (Parallel-CNN, ParCNN), and 
structure of RNN is LSTM, and then combines ParCNN with LSTM to get another parallel module 
named LSTM-ParCNN. Second, a trainable Fusion Module is used to realize the effective fusion 
of the four parallel algorithms, it is mainly aimed at the results obtained by the parallel training 
module to carry on the fusion processing, and then get the optimal effect. With those parallel 
structure, we can get better results and wider application. To verify our algorithm, we did 
comparative experiments with other seven models, and the experimental results also verify the 
effectiveness of our model. 

2. Related Work 

At present, text classification algorithms can be divided into two categories. The first one is the 
creation of basic algorithms, such as the appearance of TextCNN, TextRNN and Bert based 
classification algorithm. In particular, the application of attention mechanism gives text a 
certain degree of attention on classification. Although these attempts have different degrees of 
improvement, it still do not dig deeper and wider text information. 

Based on the above situation, we propose Text-FSF, which fully considers the text information 
on different dimensions and depths. The main work of this algorithm are as follows: First, the 
algorithm encodes the text with word-encoding and character-encoding respectively, and then 
input the text into each parallel module. Second, we design ParCNN and LSTM-ParCNN, and 
parallel them in Parallel-Training Module with different encoding. The design of this part can 
make the text information get processed by different levels and different structures of the 
algorithm, so as to extract more features. Thirdly, a fusion module is created for the output of 
the four systems, and the results are fused by the learnable fusion matrix, so as to get the 
optimal effect. In addition to the unstable effect of the current mainstream algorithm (like Bert), 
its pre-training model is too large and slow in practical application, so it is not suitable for small 
devices. Through the above structure, our model not only improves the effect of the algorithm, 
but also makes its application range more extensive due to the fast speed and small size of the 
model. 

3. Algorithm of Text-FSF 

The overall structure of Text-FSF based on four-system fusion proposed to this paper is shown 
in Figure 1. Because the algorithm is encoded based on word level and character level 
respectively, the vectorization of the text here is represented as the character level X =
[x1, x2, x3…xn] , where xi  is the character encode of the ith character in a text, and Y =
[y1, y2, y3…yn], where yi is the word-vector encode of the ith word in the text. The character -
encoding X is then entered into the Char-based ParCNN model and the Char-based LSTM-
ParCNN model, at the same time, the word-encoding Y is input into the Word-based ParCNN 
model and the Word-based LSTM-ParCNN model. In the ParCNN model, the three-level parallel 
CNN (as shown in Fig. 2) is adopted to extract richer text features of the use of convolution 
kernels of different sizes. In the RCNN module, the text is serialized through the RNN model, 
also known as the LSTM model, and then the obtained results are further extracted from the 
three-level parallel CNN structure. Finally, the results obtained from the four system modules 
are fused and softmax is used to calculate the results of each classification. 
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Figure 1: Text-FSF classification algorithm framework 

 

Here, in the field of NLP, there are many encoding methods to represent text, such as one-hot 
encoding, word2vec[13,14] encoding, Glove[15] encoding and so on. In this paper, we mainly 
use one-hot as the character encoding and word2vec as the word encoding. The word vector 
obtained here in this paper is trained by using open source sogou news data [16], in which the 
length of the word vector is 100 dimensions, and then all the word-encoding Y is obtained. The 
one-hot encoding in character level is to obtain the character X through the character list 
collected by the data used. 

3.1. Parallel-Training Module 

This paper mainly uses two modules, which are parallel training module and fusion module. 
The parallel training module here mainly focuses on the corresponding training of four 
different model systems, and outputs the respective training results to the fusion module. The 
four parallel training systems here are parallel CNN based on character-encoding, parallel CNN 
structure based on character-code, RCNN structure based on word-encoding, and RCNN 
structure based on character-encoding. 

3.1.1.   Parallel-CNN (ParCNN) 

Although the traditional CNN structures, such as TextCNN, can achieve the purpose of 
extracting text features, the fixed convolution kernel makes the limited receptive field in the 
extraction process, which leads to the limitation of text feature extraction. This paper uses a 
parallel CNN structure, so as to better extract more text features. This structure is mainly 
composed of three parallel CNNs, as shown in Figure 2. 

 
Figurd 2 Parallel-CNN  

In this three parallel structures, each one is composed of a convolution layer and a maximum 
pooling layer, and the convolution layer here adopts three different convolution kernels to 
extract multiple feature data onto different fields: 

{
ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 = 𝑓𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣(𝑊𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 ∙ 𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 + 𝑏𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣)

S = max_pool(ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣)
                                              (1) 
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Where hconv  is the output of the convolutional layer, and carries out single-line maximum 
pooling in the dimension of sentence length, and S is the result after single-line convolutional 
pooling. Here, the result based on word-encoding and character-encoding respectively. And 
Winput  is the overall input of the model, which also includes word-encoding and character-

encoding, as follows: 

𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 = {
𝑋
𝑌
                                                                (2) 

And then the corresponding calculation is done to get the final result: 

ℎ𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒 =Dense([S1, S2, S3])                                                 (3) 

logits = 𝑓(ℎ𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒 , 𝑤) + 𝑏                                                        (4) 

Among them, logits are the outputs of the whole parallel CNN, the Dense is the full connection 
layer, S1, S2, S3 are the output of three parallel structures respectively, and hdense is the output 
of the full connection layer. Since the input data contains word-encoding and character-
encoding respectively, i.e. (2), the output logits is also divided into word-encoding output and 
character-encoding output: 

logits = {
logits_x
logits_y

                                                            (5) 

 

3.1.2. Serial RCNN structure: LSTM-ParCNN 

In addition to CNN, the overall parallel module of the algorithm also includes RCNN structure. 
Here, the RCNN structure is a series structure of RNN and the parallel CNN as in 3.1.1, in which 
RNN mainly adopts LSTM. The overall framework is shown in Figure 3: 

 
Figure. 3 Serial RCNN structure (LSTM-ParCNN) 

Since the traditional RNN structure has been unable to meet the current text tasks, and LSTM 
has a good performance in many fields, and its biggest advantage is that it contains forgotten 
gate, input gate, output gate and other structures, which makes LSTM can well judge the storage 
and loss of information.  

3.2. Fusion Module 

After the data passes through the four parallel network structures, four different outputs are 
predicted, which are labeled here as logitsXCNN , logitsYCNN , logitsXRCNN  and logitsYRCNN 
respectively. Where X means character-encoding, Y means word-encoding. The fusion module 
carries out corresponding weight allocation and calculation for the four results, as shown below. 

Z = W ∗ [

logitsXCNN
logitsYCNN
logitsXRCNN
logitsYRCNN

]                                                                               (6) 

Where, W is the weight factor, which can be obtained through training, and Z is the final output 
result of the algorithm. 

Softmax classifier is used to calculate the output result Z to get the prediction results of each 
category, and then the maximum predicted value can be obtained, as shown in equations (6) 
and (7) : 

javascript:;
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z = softmax(Z)                                                                              (7) 

pre = max(z)                                                                                 (8) 

4. Experiments 

4.1. Experimental environment 

The experimental environment used in this paper is Ubuntu 16.04 LTS, the GPU is RTX2080Ti, 
the language is Python 3.6 and the framework is TensorFlow. 

4.2. Data Sets 

The data sets mainly adopt from two sources. The first one is sogou news data THUCNews, from 
which 10 categories are extracted, 5000 items per category, and a total of 50,000 items of news 
data are extracted. The categories involved mainly to include: Sports, Finance, Real-Estate, 
Home-Furnishings, Education, Science and Technology, Fashion, Current politics, Games and 
Entertainment. The second kind is the classified data onto robberies from a certain public 
security data after desensitization, that is, data set 2. Table 1 presents the relevant information 
about the training dataset(TraData), verification dataset(ValData) and test dataset(TesData) of 
the two data sets. 

Table 1: Data set information 

DataSet Categories TraData ValData TesData Quantity 

DataSet-1/Quantity 10 4000*10 500*10 500*10 50000 

DataSet-2/Quantity 5 9681 2351 2200 14232 

 

4.3. Experimental Results And Analysis 

In order to verify the effect of the model in this paper, contrast experiments are carried out for 
different algorithms. Meanwhile, a variant contrast experiment based on the model in this 
paper is also set for classification and comparison. Other different algorithms include LSTM[6], 
BI-LSTM [7], TextCNN[8], TextrCNN [17], TextrNN[9], FastText[11] and Bert[12]. And the 
corresponding dismantling variants based on the model in this paper are as follows: 

Encode_Fusion_CNN(EF_CNN):The model is a CNN fused with word-encoding and character-
encoding, in which the CNN is the parallel-CNN in this paper. 

Encode_Fusion_RCNN(EF_RCNN):The model is the RCNN of character-encoding and word-
encoding, in which the RCNN is the LSTM-ParCNN in this paper. 

Fusion_CNN_RCNN_Char(FCR_Char):Fusion model on parallel-CNN and LSTM-ParCNN based 
on character-encoding. 

Fusion_CNN_RCNN_Word(FCR_Word):Fusion model on Parallel-CNN and LSTM-ParCNN based 
on word-encoding. 

Four_System_Concat(FSC):Four systems model with concat. 

Here, the evaluation indexes in this paper are mainly divided into accuracy, precision, recall 
and F1 value, etc. Table 2 lists the experimental effect comparison of each model of the two data 
sets. 
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Table 2:  Comparison of experimental results of dataset. 

The evaluation indexes in the table are respectively as Accuracy(Acc)、Precision(Pre)、
Recall(Rec) and F1. 

Model 
DataSet 1 DataSet 2 

Acc Pre Rec F1 Acc Pre Rec F1 

LSTM 90.01 89.22 88.47 88.84 79.55 79.22 78.36 78.79 

Bi-LSTM 90.93 89.87 89.23 89.54 80.06 79.93 79.15 79.54 

TextCNN 92.86 91.30 89.98 90.63 82.21 81.42 80.75 81.08 

TextRCNN 93.77 93.53 91.01 92.25 82.75 81.74 80.81 81.27 

TextRNN 93.12 92.02 90.80 91.41 80.56 79.61 78.34 78.97 

FastText 90.81 90.13 87.86 88.98 78.87 78.18 75.99 77.07 

Bert 94.83 93.97 92.32 93.14 84.62 83.30 82.01 82.64 

Text-FSF 97.23 97.03 95.36 96.18 86.37 86.05 83.87 84.95 

 

As can be seen from the results of Table 2, the algorithm in this paper has the best effect and all 
its indexes have achieved the optimal value. The F1 value of TextCNN, TextRCNN and TextRNN 
models is 4-6 percentage points lower than that of the algorithm in this paper. It can be seen 
that although these three algorithms can effectively process text information, their effect is 
limited by their algorithm. Because of our algorithm is adjusted to the perspective of encoding 
and model structure, it can obtain more and better text feature information, so as to achieve 
excellent results.  

Here, according to the model in this paper, the experimental results of another five dismantling 
models are compared, which are the dismantling of parallel training module and the 
dismantling of fusion module respectively. The dismantling of parallel training modules mainly 
includes EF_CNN, EF_RCNN, FCR_Char and FCR_Word. The disassembly of the fusion module is 
FSC, which removes the weight fusion factor with directly concat. The corresponding effect 
comparison is shown in the following table 3: 

Table 3: Comparison of experimental results of the correlative disassembly model 

Method 
DataSet 1 DataSet 2 

Accuracy Precision Recall Accuracy Precision Recall 

EF_CNN 94.66 94.11 92.08 84.13 83.86 81.89 

EF_RCNN 95.42 95.30 93.77 84.99 84.71 82.56 

FCR_Char 94.72 94.58 92.90 84.71 84.26 82.26 

FCR_Word 95.19 95.01 93.31 85.07 84.83 83.11 

FSC 92.23 92.01 90.54 80.85 80.33 79.63 

Text-FSF 97.23 97.03 95.36 86.37 86.05 83.87 

 

Through the comparison of experimental results in Table 3, it can be found that, compared with 
the model of this algorithm, the effect of its four dismantling models is generally slightly lower 
than that of this algorithm. Whether it is two encoding or united model, the single effect are 
inferior to the effect after the fusion of the four systems. Meanwhile, by comparing Table 3 with 
Table 2, it can be found that the effect of the dual encoding model is more advantageous than 
that of the single encoding model. At the same time, for a single encoding scheme, ParCNN 
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model or LSTM-ParCNN has better effect than the traditional CNN model or RCNN model. It also 
shows that the parallel structure of the algorithm have more advantages in processing text 
features and summary features. 

5. Conclusion 

This paper proposes a text categorization algorithm based on four fusion system, the algorithm 
using the character-encoding and word-encoding to encoding the data, then use ParCNN and 
LSTM-ParCNN to realized the multiple system of parallel processing, to achieve the goal of 
ascension algorithm effect. In the ParCNN, the feature extraction process is optimized by using 
different receptive fields. At the same time, the algorithm does not ignore the excellent effect of 
RNN in the text, through the parallel CNN and LSTM for series processing (LSTM-ParCNN). The 
experimental results show that the proposed Text-FSF algorithm has obvious advantages in 
text classification and recognition. 

Although the algorithm in this paper has such obvious advantages over other algorithms, there 
are certain bottlenecks in its effect when processing real data, especially when the categories 
are directly similar and the characteristic quantities are sparse. In view of this situation, more 
effective word vectors can be trained for different application scenarios of the future. At the 
same time, the algorithm model that is more in line with the actual application scenarios will 
be customized to achieve continuous optimization of the model. 
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